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INCIDENT REVIEW COMMITTEE  

INVESTIGATION REPORT 

 

REPORT ON THE ALLISION OF THE M/V GLOBE PEGASUS 

 WHILE DEPARTING RICHMOND (RCH 20), ON APRIL 8, 2021 

PILOT:  CAPTAIN ZACHARY KELLERMAN 

 
I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

1. On the morning of April 28, 2021, the M/V GLOBE PEGASUS (hereinafter GLOBE PEGASUS) was 

departing Richmond (RCH20) for sea, with Captain Kellerman supervising trainee Captain Nicholas 

Deisher, who was conning. The ship was starboard side to the berth. 

 

2. Captain Kellerman inquired of the Captain of the GLOBE PEGASUS if he would allow Captain 

Deisher have the conn under his supervision and the master agreed to allowing the trainee to conn the 

ship. Two assist tugs were available for the job, the tractor tugs VALOR and VETERAN.  The tug 

VALOR had a trainee operator aboard and requested permission from the pilot for the trainee to do 

the work, which was agreed to. 

 

3. The tug VALOR was made fast with one line on the port bow, and the tug VETERAN was made fast 

on the port quarter with one line. 

 

4. Once the tugs were fast, Captain Deisher conducted a master-pilot exchange, supervised by Captain 

Kellerman, then proceeded to the bridge wing to commence letting go lines. The lighting only by 

ambient light, so it was difficult to see the dock. 

 

5. The commenced letting go lines forward and aft, leaving the spring lines for last.  Once all lines were 

let go and aboard, the ship started to come off the berth slightly. The ship’s engines were ordered dead-

slow astern.  When the stern started to come away from the pier more quickly than the bow, the forward 

tug was ordered dead-away, then easy away, and when no effect was noted, he was ordered “a little 

more than easy,” at which time some movement of the bow off the dock was detected. 

 

6. After working the tug on the stern “minimum-toward” to flatten the ship, Captain Deisher stopped the 

engine.  The bow had opened slightly, and the ship was nearly parallel to the pier. 

 

7. Once again, the engines were ordered dead-slow astern on the ship.  The VALOR was ordered dead-

away, and the VETERAN ordered minimum-toward.  When the bow began to close on the pier, 

Captain Deisher gave ever increasing away commands to the VALOR to address the closing bow.  He 

then ordered the ship’s engines stopped and had the VETERAN work dead-toward and then easy-

toward in an effort to maintain the position of parallel to the pier. 

 

8. Captain Kellerman was concerned with how close the bow was to the pier and inquired of the master 

if the mate on the bow could provide a distance off.  There was a discussion between the master and 

the mate on the bow, but no clear answer.  At that point, someone with a radio on the dock transmitted 

a message that was concerning the pilings, but, according to Captain Kellerman, the transmission was 

garbled. 

 

9. Captain Kellerman instructed Captain Deisher to land the ship back alongside, which they did.  The 

ship had moved approximately 60 feet astern, which now provided room for the forward tug to shift 
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his line to the center lead forward. The ship then continued to back out of the berth and the remainder 

of the transit was uneventful. 

 

10. Captain Deisher inquired of the master whether any damage had occurred, and he replied that nothing 

was reported.  The dock personnel made no declaration at the time. 

 

11. The following day, the ship’s agent forwarded communication that the ship made unintended contact 

with the pier, and that the initial estimate was that there was approximately $15,000 in damage. 

 

12. The Incident Review Committee consists of Commissioner Jennifer Ferrera Schmid as Chairman and 

Executive Director Allen Garfinkle. The IRC prepared this report pursuant to California Harbors and 

Navigation Code Section 1180.3 and Title 7, California Code of Regulations section 210. 

 

Abbreviations in the report refer to the following: 

 

I. IRC – Incident Review Committee 

II. BOPC – Board of Pilot Commissioners 

 

II. FINDINGS OF FACTS 

 

1. Vessel Identification and Description 

 

GLOBE PEGASUS is a bulk carrier registered in the Marshall Islands.  It was built in 2008. 

Vessel Particulars: 

 

 Length: 623.3 feet    Beam: 106 feet      

 Tonnage: 32,379    

   Built: Tsuneishi Shipbuilding, Tokyo, Japan. 

 Owner: Pegasus Marine, Inc., Athens, Greece 

Management:  P & F Marine, Pusan, South Korea 
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2._____Date of vessel movement 

 

Date and Time: April 8, 2021, approximately 0235 hours 

Location: Richmond, California (20) 

 

 
 

3.  Identification of Pilot 

 

BOPC-licensee: Captain Zachary Kellerman 

BOPC-trainee:  Captain Nicholas Deisher 

 

4. Weather and Sea Conditions 

 

A.  Weather Conditions 

The weather conditions in the bay at the time of the transit were as follows: 

 

 Wind:   S’ly 5-10 knots 

 Visibility:  good – 10 nautical miles 

   

B.  Tidal Information 

 

Calculated tide at 1700 hours, Richmond Berth 20, on December 13, 2019: 

 

o Controlling depth   29'  00"  

o Height of tide at 0230   2’   07" and falling 

o Depth at 0230    31  07" 

o Deep Draft   -24'  07" 

o UKC at undocking (0230)  07”-02”  
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C.  Current Information 

 

Calculated current for the Richmond, at 0230 on April 8, 2021: 

 

o Approximately 0 knots current in Lauritzen Canal 

 

 5. Statement of GLOBE PEGASUS pilot 

 

A. On the morning of April 28, 2021, the M/V GLOBE PEGASUS (hereinafter GLOBE PEGASUS) was 

departing Richmond (RCH20). Captain Kellerman was assigned to the vessel and was joined by 

trainee Captain Nicholas Deisher. 

 

B. Captain Kellerman stated that he was well rested, having just returned to work after a weeklong rest 

period.  He prepared for the assignment by reviewing the tides, currents, weather, vessel particulars 

and possible traffic along the route. 

 

C. Captain Kellerman and Captain Deisher boarded the vessel at approximately 0200 hours.  Captain 

Kellerman inquired of the Captain of the GLOBE PEGASUS if he would allow Captain Deisher have 

the conn under his supervision and the master agreed to allowing the trainee to conn the ship. Both 

Captain Kellerman and Captain Deisher reviewed the Pilot Card and Vessel Particulars.  Captain 

Deisher then contacted the two assist tugs that were available for the job, the tractor tugs VALOR and 

VETERAN.  The tug VALOR had a trainee operator aboard and the operator requested, and was 

granted, permission from the pilot for the trainee to do the work. 

 

D. Captain Kellerman stated that Captain Deisher discussed with tug VETERAN if it had enough room 

to work and received a reply that it would be able to work at a 90-degree angle to the port quarter.  

Captain Deisher then instructed them to make up on the port quarter.  Captain Kellerman stated that 

Captain Deisher then inquired of the tug VALOR if they had enough room forward to work.  The 

operator replied that they could work by side-thrusting, but not at a 90-degree angle to the bow1.  The 

VALOR reported that there was not enough room forward to work the center lead forward position 

due to the (proximity of) Manson derrick barges and other equipment moored forward of the ship.  

Captain Kellerman recalled that Captain Deisher asked the operator of the VALOR if he could provide 

a “towards and away” in that position and was answered in the affirmative.  At that point the VALOR 

was instructed to put up a line on the port bow.  

 

E. Once the tugs were fast, Captain Deisher conducted a master-pilot exchange, supervised by Captain 

Kellerman, then proceeded to the bridge wing to commence letting go lines.  Wind was 5-10 knots out 

of the south and the only light available was ambient.  Captain Deisher instructed the master to let go, 

starting at the ends and leaving the spring lines for last. When all the stern and headlines were aboard, 

Captain Deisher instructed the master to let go the springs.  After a few minutes, the master reported 

that all lines were aboard. He stated that the ship began to come off the pier slightly. 

 

F. Captain Kellerman stated that Captain Deisher then ordered dead-slow astern on the ship.  The stern 

opened slightly more than the bow, at which time the VALOR was orderd to pull minimum-away, 

with no effect.  This order was followed by dead-away and easy-away with no effect.  Captain Deisher 

then ordered VALOR “a little more than easy away,” and the bow responded, albeit slowly.  The 

                                                 
1 Captain Kellerman noted in his statement that “side-thrusting is a common tractor tug configuration when maneuvering 

space is limited.  As such, the tug will work at an acute angel to the side of the ship as needed.  Since the pivot point was well 

aft in this evolution, this maneuvering was well within the VALOR’s capabilities.” 
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VETERAN was ordered minimum-toward, and the ship’s engines were stopped.  At this point the bow 

had opened further and both tugs were ordered to stop.  

  

G.  The ship was nearly parallel to the pier at this point, with slight sternway.  Captain Deisher inquired 

of the VALOR operator about how much power was being used by to lift the bow when ordered to 

give “a little more than easy,” and the trainee operator stated that he was using almost full power. 

 

H. With very little sternway, Captain Deisher ordered dead-slow astern on the ship. The VALOR was 

ordered dead away and VETERAN minimum towards.  As the ship started astern, the bow started 

closing on the pier.  At this point, he confirmed that Captain Deisher was focused on the bow closing 

on the pier.  Captain Deisher was responding to this by increasing the power o the VALOR from dead-

away to easy-away, followed quickly by half-away and full-away.  The ship’s engines were ordered 

to stop.  He then ordered the VETERAN to push dead-toward to help the vessel come parallel to the 

pier.  The ship was then ordered dead-slow ahead and the VETERAN was ordered easy-toward. 

 

I. At this point, Captain Kellerman asked the master if the mate on the bow could see how close the bow 

was to the pier, because, due to darkness forward, he could not tell if they were touching on the bow 

nor not.  There was some talk on the radio between the master and the mate, but he never got a clear 

answer.  At that point, an unidentified person (he assumed was located on the pier) came on the radio 

and stated “Captain, you (garbled) the pilings.”  He instructed Captain Deisher t land the ship back 

alongside, which he did.  The vessel had moved aft approximately 60 or 70 feet, and there was now 

room to shift the VALOR to a center lead forward position, which Captain Deisher did.  The remainder 

of the transit was uneventful. 

 

6. Statement of trainee conning the GLOBE PEGASUS 

 

A. Captain Deisher stated that he and Captain Kellerman boarded at approximately 0200 hours.  A master-

pilot conference was conducted.  Captain Deisher then instructed tug VALOR to make fast with one 

tug line on the port bow.  The tug VETERAN was made fast on the port quarter with one tug line.  He 

recalled that he discussed the evolution with each tug and both boat operators stated confidence that 

they could give towards and away in this configuration.  Tug VALOR stated that ninety-degrees would 

not be achievable, due to pilings on the west side of Lauritzen Chanel. 

 

B. At 0230 hours, all mooring lines were clear of the berth.  With both tugs stopped, Captain Deisher 

ordered dead-slow astern on the ship’s engines.  The stern come off the dock first, as expected.  Tug 

VALOR was then ordered minimum-away with no effect, followed shortly by dead-away, easy-away, 

and finally “a little more than easy.”  VETERAN was ordered minimum-toward, and finally dead-

towards.  The bow was slow to respond, so he stopped the ship’s engine while making 0.3 knots 

sternway and the bow began to open.  As the ship neared parallel, both tugs were ordered to stop. 

 

C. While nearly parallel to the pier and roughly ten feet off, with no vessel motion and tugs stopped, he 

inquired of the VALOR operator how much power he was using when asked to provide a little more 

than easy, and he replied “nearly full”. 

 

D. At 0237 hours, a dead-slow astern bell was ordered and answered on the ship.  VALOR was ordered 

dead-away, and VETERAN was ordered minimum-towards.  He stated that he stopped the ship’s 

engines when they reached 0.3 knots sternway, anticipating a slow response from the bow.  The bow 

started closing on the berth, He ordered VALOR increasing power away, ending up with full away.  

The bow continued to close on the pier.  During this time, he ordered a quick dead-slow ahead bell on 

the ship to stop the sternway, and the VETERAN was ordered an increase in power towards in an 

attempt to flatten the vessel. 
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E. At approximately 0239 hours, a voice on the VHF Radio stated “Captain, you “not clear” the piling, 

which I assumed meant that the ship touched the piling.  The area of the dock between the bow and 

midship was not visible due to darkness, so he could not see the contact.  At this time the vessel had 

no head or sternway and the vessel stabilized parallel to the berth, roughly five feet off. 

 

F. He asked the master if any damage occurred, and nothing was reported.  The dock personnel made no 

further declarations.  He landed the vessel back alongside using the tugs and the tug VALOR’s line 

was shifted to the stem for the remainder of the undocking and maneuver down Santa Fe channel. 

 

7. Statement GLOBE PEGASUS master (taken from CG-2692) 

 

A. Two pilots boarded the vessel at 0150 hours on April 8, 2021.  Two tugs made fast, one on the port 

bow and one on the port quarter.  

 

B. At 0200 hours commenced unmooring.  All lines on deck at 0230 hours. 

 

C. At around 0235 hours, while pulling the vessel out of the berth, Master observed that the vessel 

forward part is closing into the berth. 

 

D. Master asked the Chief Officer to go down on main deck to observe. 

 

E. At 0235 hours, the vessel touched the berth, and after it was clear, the Master asked the Chief Officer 

if he noticed any damage, and he replied that he did not see any damage on two wooden pilings.  The 

part of the berth where the vessel had in contact (sic) with is still in place.   

 

F. Master, who was standing on bridge starboard wing, together with the pilots, did not hear any sound 

or noise from froward that might indicate there was hitting.  The maneuvers continue until clear from 

the berth and proceeded outbound to the sea.  

G. At 0548 hours, two pilots disembarked.  Did not sign Pilot Card. No information was given to master 

about the unmooring alleged damage. 

 

H. On the noon of the 8th of April 2021, while vessel was underway, Master was surprised to receive 

mail (remainder of line of statement not visible). 

 

I. Investigation by the vessels P & I representative is in progress.  Till now the investigation did not 

reveal any heavy damage to the berth.  Reported minor damages to wooded fender piles.  Reverting 

when investigation completed. 

 

8. Estimate of Damages 

 

A. On April 8, 2021, Port Agent Carlier was notified that the GLOBE PEGASUS made unintended 

contact with several piles when departing Levin’s Terminal, Richmond, Berth 20. 

 

B. On the evening of April 8, 2021, The San Francisco Bar Pilots Operations Pilot received an email from 

James Qian, Agent for the GLOBE PEGASUS, forwarding an email from Pat O’Driscoll, a 

representative of Levin Terminal, detailing the alleged damage to the terminal as a result of the 

GLOBE PEGASUS unintended contact with the pier.  It claimed some damage to eleven separate piles 

as follows: 

 

The vessel Globe Pegasus upon departing B Berth hit fender piles from bent 32 to 42 as it departed 

this morning. The noted damages are as follows: 
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• Bent 32 a glancing blow. No significant damage 

• Bent 33 a “good green pile” was crushed against the dock causing 10% damage 

• Bent 34 slightly crushed the pile. Minor 5% damage 

• Bent 35 compressed a steel pile 4 inches into the dock. 15% damage 

• Bent 36 a good green pile was crushed against the dock and pushed south the mounting bolts 

were destroyed by bending. 50% damage 

• Bent 37 slightly flattened two green piles and distorted mounting bolts. 10% damage 

• Bent 38 broke two old piles. Given age and condition 15% damage 

• Bent 39 compressed old steel pile into the dock. Given age and condition 10 % damage 

• Bent 40 damaged two old piles. Given age and condition 15% damage 

• Bent 41 damaged two old piles. Given age and condition 15% damage 

• Bent 42 distorted mounting bracket. No significant damage 

 

The total damage combines to more than one equivalent fender pile. I feel a fair assessment of the 

damage is $15,000.00. We will inspect the dock from a boat in the coming days, but I do not expect 

to find additional damage attributable to this vessel hitting our dock upon departure. 

 

C. The Commission Investigator, Captain Jeffery Hill, was dispatched to Levin Terminal to inspect the 

damage and take statements.  He was shown a video of the unmooring evolution by James Holland, 

Levin Terminal Facility Director, who wrote the original damage estimate, which showed only one 

point of contact.  During the viewing of the video, Mr. Holland made several statements to the 

Commissioner Investigator the most significant of which were “…it didn’t hit as far as I thought it 

did” and “…our guy told me it only hit a small section, I will have to amend my report.” 

 

D. When alerted to the possibility that the damage to the terminal may have been overestimated, I inquired 

of Pat O’Driscoll, Terminal Manager, if he would be revising his damage estimate based on Jim 

Holland’s statement that the report should be amended.  He responded that he would forward my email 

to Mr. Holland.  No revised estimate was ever received. 

 

9. Names of Witnesses 

 

The written statements of witnesses included are as follows: 

 

Captain Zachary Kellerman Pilot of the GLOBE PEGASUS 

Trainee Nicholas Deisher Trainee on GLOBE PEGASUS 

Captain Ramon T Fernandez Master of the GLOBE PEGASUS 

 

(Note:  a telephone inquiry was made to Crowley Marine to obtain a statement from the operator of the 

tug VALOR.  Initially informed that he was on vacation at the time of the inquiry, and upon follow-up 

call, informed by his manager that the operator did not recall anything unusual about the job.) 

 

10. Relevant Records from U.S. Coast Guard 

 

A FOIA request was made to the U.S. Coast Guard, and at the time they indicated they had no investigative 

records, and the incident did not meet the threshold for a serious marine incident. 

 

11.   Pilot work/rest history 

 

A. Captain Kellerman stated that this was his first job after returning to duty following a week off. 
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B. Captain Deisher’s 96-Hour Work/Rest History Worksheet indicated that he slept from 1900 hours on 

April 7, 2021to 0100 hours on April 8, 2021.  Prior to that, it indicated he worked from 0800 hours on 

April 7, 2021 to 1700 hours on April 7, 2021. 

 

12. Results of chemical testing 

 

There was no chemical testing conducted as the incident did not rise to the threshold of a serious marine 

incident. 
 

 13. Pilot Licensing Background Information 

 

A. Captain Kellerman was first licensed as a State of California pilot on January 28, 2011. 

 

B. Captain Kellerman was involved in one prior incident where the M/V CSCL SUMMER interacted 

with the M/V HANJIN MUMBAI while transiting inbound in Oakland Inner Harbor on January 23, 

2015.  The IRC determined there was clearly no pilot error, and the investigation was discontinued 

and reported to the Board. 

 

C. Captain Deisher started as a trainee on October 1, 2019 and had been in the training program 18 

months and 8 days at the time of the incident. 

 

III.  JURISDICTION, STANDARD OF CARE, ANALYSIS, AND CONCLUSIONS  

 

Jurisdiction 

 

The Legislature has delegated authority to the Board to establish an incident review committee to review 

all reports of misconduct or navigational incidents involving pilots or other such matters for which a 

license issued by the board may be revoked or suspended.  Harbors and Navigation Code §1181 defines 

misconduct, in part, as (g) negligently, ignorantly, or willfully running a vessel on shore, or otherwise 

rendering it liable to damage, or otherwise causing injury to persons or damage to property.  Based on the 

evidence collected, the IRC has ruled out ignorance and willfulness in this instance and limited the 

discussion to an examination of negligence. 

 

Standard of care 

 

The negligence standard of care calls for an evaluation of whether a pilot exercised that degree of care 

and skill possessed by “the average pilot.”  He must exercise the degree of skill commonly possessed by 

others in the same employment, and although he is not liable for mere errors in judgment, he is liable for 

damage caused by his failure to exercise the diligence which other pilots similarly situated would 

ordinarily have exercised.  This is a high standard of care one would expect of an expert, such as a maritime 

pilot.   

 

Analysis 

 

There is no dispute that there was some unintended contact with the pier at Richmond berth 20-21 during 

the GLOBE PEGASUS departure.  There does appear to be some question about the extent to which the 

pier was damaged as a result of this contact.   
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When a moving vessel strikes a stationary object, such as a wharf, an inference of negligence arises, and 

the burden is then upon the owners of the vessel to rebut the inference of negligence.  Here the Board is 

very narrowly charged with deciding whether the licensed pilot involved was negligent. 

 

Here the facts involve a movement from a berth in Richmond Inner Harbor.  Captain Kellerman, the 

Board-licensed pilot assigned to this job, agreed to allow Captain Deisher, a Board-Trainee to handle the 

ship, with the permission of the Master.  This particular job, coming out of Richmond Inner Harbor, is 

challenging, so much so that it is identified in Board regulation §218(d), (concerning the assignment of 

pilots to vessels, and specifically the circumstances whereby a newly licensed pilot (one who has less than 

12 months experience) shall be accompanied by a supervisory pilot,2 and one of those circumstances is a 

movement of a vessel of 700 feet or longer to or from Richmond Inner Harbor.3 This “hand holding” 

provision continues to be a requirement for Richmond Inner Harbor until the newly-licensed pilot has at 

least 24 months experience.4 

 

The Board depends of the good graces of our state licensed pilots to allow trainees to ride with them to 

gain experience, and even handle ships under their supervision.   This arrangement allows the trainees to 

obtain real-world experience in the locales they will someday be working, and on the very ships they will 

someday individually pilot on their own.5  We know from anecdotal experience that supervising someone 

while standing by is more difficult and stressful than doing the job yourself.  Yet most of the Board 

licensed pilots allow trainees to accompany them and, at times when it can be done safely, allow them to 

handle ships.  This process is essential to the success of the Board’s training program and should be taken 

into consideration when assessing the actions of the licensee.   

 

This departure from Richmond involved two tugs, one of which, the VALOR, was being operated by a 

trainee operator.  Permission for the trainee operator to do the work was granted by Captain Kellerman.  

The position of the GLOBE PEGASUS, and its proximity to pilings and other adjacent moored vessels, 

made it impossible for the VALOR to work the stem of the ship, so it was decided, after consultation with 

the tug operator, to place the tug on the port bow.  When asked if they could provide towards and away 

power in that position, the tug replied affirmatively, with the caveat that they could not work at a 90-

degree angle.    

 

During the departure, the ship first came off the dock easily once the lines were let go, aided by the 

southerly breeze.  Captain Deisher used the ship’s engines to begin backing out of the berth, controlling 

the angle with the two tugs.  When the stern began to come off the pier more rapidly than the bow, Captain 

Deisher worked with the tug operator in an attempt to coax more power out of the tug, with little success. 

 

At one point in the evolution, Captain Deisher, apparently concerned with the differential in power he was 

getting from the two tugs, stopped the ship’s engines and stopped the tugs to assess the problem.  After 

exchanging information with the VALOR’s trainee operator, Captain Deisher once again began backing 

from the berth, this time compensating for the VALOR’s apparent inability to provide sufficient away 

power.  In spite of this compensation the bow of the GLOBE PEGASUS drifted toward the pier.   

 

                                                 
2 Colloquially referred to as a “hand holding”. 
3 The GLOBE PEGASUS is not over 700 feet in length, but the regulation is quoted to provide further evidence that 

Richmond Inner Harbor is a particularly challenging job. 
4 CCR §218 gradually increases the size of the vessel where the newly-licensed pilot has to be supervised in or out of 

Richmond Inner Harbor in 50-foot increments, with 700 foot being the limit for up to 12 months, 750 feet for up to 18 

months and 800 feet for up to 24 months. 
5 Board regulation §214(c) reads, in part: In addition, the program shall include a minimum of 300 trips while under the direct 

supervision of a pilot or inland pilot, riding as observer or maneuvering vessels of various sizes and classes on the Bays of 

San Francisco, San Pablo and Suisun. 
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There was some concern that the bow was getting near the pier, as Captain Kellerman asked the Master 

to call the bow officer to see if the ship made contact.  He stated the Captain never provided a clear answer 

to that question, but there was a somewhat cryptic radio call, presumably from someone on the dock, 

alerting them that they had touched the pier. 

 

Captain Kellerman directed Captain Deisher to bring the ship back alongside, as by that time the ship had 

moved aft approximately 60 or 70 feet, which now allowed the VALOR to shift their line from the port 

bow to the stem, which they did.  This change apparently cured the VALOR’s inability to provide 

sufficient lift on the bow. The ship resumed its departure without further incident. 

 

Extent of damages 

 

In this event we have a situation where during the departure it was not clear to the ship’s crew or pilots 

that the vessel made contact with the dock.  The lighting at this terminal is poor at best, non-existent at 

worst, as shown in the video presented to the Commission Investigator.  The communication by dock 

personnel at the time of the incident was vague. 

 

The following day, a damage estimate claiming the involvement of eleven pilings with various degrees of 

damage appeared to be overstated.  Upon inquiry by the Commission Investigator, the Facility Director 

appeared to walk back the estimate, although no new written communication was obtained to confirm that, 

despite requests.  It may be that the original damage estimate was biased toward overstatement with the 

hope of betterment. 

 

In the end, it was not clear what the extent of damage was but based on the statement of the Facility 

Director to the Commission Investigator, it was somewhat less than the originally claimed $15,000. 

 

Conclusion 

 

In this event we have a situation where a Board licensed pilot might be guilty of misconduct by 

“negligently, ignorantly, or willfully running a vessel on shore, or otherwise rendering it liable to damage, 

or otherwise causing injury to persons or damage to property.”  We are also informed by legal precedent 

that the standard of negligence is where the pilot “must exercise the degree of skill commonly possessed 

by others in the same employment, and although he is not liable for mere errors in judgment, he is liable 

for damage caused by his failure to exercise the diligence which other pilots similarly situated would 

ordinarily have exercised.”  While the Board is not bound by this standard of care, it provides a solid 

framework with which to evaluate the conduct of the licensee. 

 

In this event, circumstances provided a challenging scenario.  The ship was berthed in a very narrow 

channel, which under the best of circumstances provides a challenge, as evidenced by the requirement that 

newly licensed pilots not be allowed to perform this work (on a ship over 700’ in length, without a “hand-

hold.” The challenge was further increased by the proximity of moored vessels forward and pilings on the 

opposite side of the channel, hampering the ability of the VALOR to make full use of its capabilities.  

Adding to this scenario, the VALOR had a trainee operator, and the extent to which this contributed to the 

challenge is an unknown. 

 

We acknowledge that the pilot’s role is not a singular one but involves a concert of actions by several 

players.  Effective use of all these resources to achieve a safe transit is the goal. Here the pilot and the 

trainee appear to be cautious, careful, and engaged in addressing the challenges presented by the inability 

of the VALOR to provide sufficient lift to the bow.  We find that the slow, tentative movements of the 

ship, in an attempt to assess the tools available, particularly the use of the tugs, are evidence of this.   
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In consideration of the relevant elements above, combined with a consideration that the monetary amount 

of the damage is small and that this occurred, perhaps in part, during training (of both the pilot and the tug 

operator), we find that Captain Kellerman exercised the diligence and care that any other pilot in a similar 

circumstance would have exercised, and find for no negligence, and hence, no misconduct on his part. 

 

 

IV.  IRC RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE BOARD 

 

Based on the above analysis and conclusions the IRC recommends: 

 

1. That the Board find for no misconduct on the part of the pilot. 

 

2. That the case be closed with no further action. 

 

Date:  

 

 

_______________________________  ________________________________ 

Jennifer Ferrera Schmid, Chairman   Allen Garfinkle, Executive Director 

 

/// 
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Attachment 4 – Photos provided by Commission Investigator. (4 pages) 

Attachment 5 – Email to Pat O’Driscoll requesting revised damages estimate, dated April 20, 2021. 

Attachment 6 – Email response by Pat O’Driscoll re: damage estimate, dated April 20, 2021. 

Attachment 7 – Statement by Trainee Nicholas Deisher, with Work/Rest History (3 pages) 

Attachment 8 – Statement by Board Licensee Zachary Kellerman. (2 pages) (confidential) 

 

Additional Exhibit:  Thumb drive containing video statement of James Holland, Levine Terminal 

Facility Director. 


